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Electroporation is a simple yet powerful technique for breaching the cell membrane barrier. The applications of electroporation can be generally divided into two categories: the release of intracellular proteins, nucleic acids and other metabolites for analysis and the delivery of exogenous reagents such as genes, drugs and nanoparticles with therapeutic purposes or for cellular manipulation. In this review, we go over the basic physics associated with cell electroporation and highlight recent technological advances on microfluidic platforms for conducting electroporation. Within the context of its working mechanism, we summarize the accumulated knowledge on how the parameters of electroporation affect its performance for various tasks. We discuss various strategies and designs for conducting electroporation at the microscale and then focus on analysis of intracellular contents and delivery of exogenous agents as two major applications of the technique. Finally, an outlook for future applications of microfluidic electroporation in increasingly diverse utilities is presented.

1. Introduction

A cell membrane constitutes the primary barrier for the transport of molecules and ions between the interior and the exterior of a cell. A myriad of methods have been developed to break the cell membrane for either releasing intracellular components out of cells or introducing exogenous molecules into cells.† Electroporation, also known as electropermeabilization, has gained increasing interest in the communities of biophysics, biotechnology, pharmacy and medicine since the early 1980s, owing to its ability to substantially increase the membrane permeability in the presence of a pulsed electric field.2–4 The technique is more reproducible, universally applicable, and efficient than other physical methods and alternative biological and chemical techniques. Conventional electroporation is typically conducted by exerting short electric...
pulses of defined intensity and duration to a cuvette equipped with embedded electrodes inside.\(^5\) The electrodes are commonly fabricated out of aluminum (Al), stainless-steel, platinum (Pt) or graphite, and arranged in a plate-to-plate manner. A pulse generator such as special capacitor discharge equipment is required to generate the high voltage pulses. By tuning the electric parameters, electroporation efficiency and cell viability (for delivery) can be optimized.\(^6\) Although the traditional electroporation systems have been widely used, they require a high voltage input and suffer from adverse environmental conditions such as electric field distortion, local pH variation, metal ion dissolution and excess heat generation, resulting in low electroporation efficiency and/or cell viability.

The rapidly growing microfluidics-based electroporation overcomes many drawbacks of the bench-scale electroporators owing to its unique characteristics of miniaturization and integration.\(^7\)-\(^9\) First, microfluidic electroporation systems are typically fabricated with standard microfabrication technology such as soft lithography, and a variety of microelectrodes are incorporated into the chips to generate the field necessary for electroporation. By shrinking the distance between electrodes to a few tens of micrometers or creating physical constraints with subcellular dimensions, the required voltage is dramatically decreased to a few volts. The electroporation microchips provide uniform electric field distribution, a favorable fluidic and chemical environment, and rapid heat dissipation in small-volume microchannels. Second, single cells could be manipulated on chips to probe cell heterogeneity. The miniaturization of the systems also makes them very suitable for assays involving rare cells and expensive reagents due to the substantially reduced consumption of samples. Third, the utilization of transparent materials (e.g. polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and glass) for microchips allows in situ observation and real-time monitoring of the electroporation process using fluorescent probes, which facilitates the exploration of the electroporation mechanism. Finally, microfluidic electroporation can be integrated with other analytical processes such as dielectrophoresis (DEP), electrophoresis and electroosmosis to implement a total analysis analytical system. This is especially important for applications related to analysis of intracellular contents.

There have been some excellent reviews on microscale electroporation.\(^7\)-\(^12\) In this review, we begin by describing the fundamentals of the electroporation technique. We then highlight various state-of-the-art microfluidic architectures that were used to perform electroporation on microchips. Based on the strategies used to facilitate electroporation at the microscale, they are sorted into five categories: electrode incorporation and configuration, channel geometry variation and constriction structures, hydrodynamics-enhanced electroporation, compartmentalized electroporation, and miscellaneous methods. Given the distinct advantages offered by these tools, we introduce their enhanced overall performance for intracellular content analysis as well as delivery of exogenous molecules into cells. Finally, the potential challenges and future advances are briefly discussed. We emphasize on electroporation strategies uniquely enabled by microfluidic platforms and summarize guidelines that are generally useful for the design and implementation of microscale electroporation.

### 2. The basics of electroporation

Although the mechanism underlying electroporation remains not entirely understood yet, two theoretical models were proposed to describe the process: electromechanical instability theory and pore theory.\(^4\),\(^13\)-\(^17\) The former theory is a deterministic description based on the mechanical compression of the entire cell membrane by electrical field.\(^18\),\(^19\)

However, it fails to explain a number of experimental observations. The pore model developed by several groups is more prevailing.\(^20\)-\(^22\)

In an electroporation process, upon the application of short and intense electric pulses to a cell, the cell membrane charges like a capacitor, as the conductivities of the cytoplasm and the extracellular medium are several orders of magnitude higher than that of the membrane. A potential difference is electrically induced across the intact cell membrane within an extremely short charging time (on the timescale of microseconds). The transmembrane potential \(\Delta \psi_E\) induced by an external electric field can be described using the following equation:\(^14\),\(^16\)

\[\Delta \psi_E (E,M,t) = \psi_{in} - \psi_{out} = -fgrEcos\theta(M) (1 - e^{-t/f}) \]  \(\text{(1)}\)

where \(f\) is a cell shape factor determined by the shape (length \(l\) and radius \(r\)) of the cells:

\[f = l[(l - 0.67r)] \]  \(\text{(2)}\)

\(f = 1.5\) for spherical cells \((l = 2r)\) and \(f = 1\) for rod-shaped cells \((l \gg 2r)\); \(g\) is a complex function of the conductivities of the cytoplasm \((\lambda_i)\), extracellular medium \((\lambda_e)\) and cell membrane \((\lambda_m)\), as well as the membrane thickness \((d_m)\), which is given by:

\[g(\lambda) = \frac{i\lambda}{e}[2\lambda + (\lambda_i - \lambda_m)(\lambda_e - \lambda_m)] \]  \(\text{(3)}\)

\(E\) is the electric field intensity; \(\theta\) is the angle between the direction of electric field \(E\) and the normal from the center of the cell to the point \(M\) on membrane surface; \(t\) is the time after the onset of the electric pulse; \(\tau\) is membrane charging time associated with the dielectric properties of the membrane and the conductivities (i.e. ionic components) of cytoplasm and extracellular medium:

\[\tau = rCe[2\lambda_e + \lambda_i + \lambda_m]/d_m \]  \(\text{(4)}\)

\(C_m\) is the membrane capacitance per unit area.

If the membrane is considered as a pure dielectric, then \(\lambda_m = 0\), then...
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-40 to -60 mV.16 The total potential difference across the cell membrane is thus expressed as:

\[
\Delta \psi_E = -1.5 \, g(\lambda)E \cos \theta
\]  

Other than the induced transmembrane potential \(\Delta \psi_E\), cells typically also exhibit a resting membrane potential \(\Delta \psi_{\text{rest}}\) in the living cell membrane to provide power to cells or to transmit signals. It is conventionally defined as the voltage inside relative to ground outside of the cell, and typically in the range of 50 to 100 mV.16

According to eqn (1), the induced transmembrane potential is dependent on the site of the cell membrane. During the stage of membrane charging, negative and positive charges within the cell accumulate at the regions facing the cathode and anode respectively. Correspondingly, the pole closest to the cathode \((\theta = \pi)\) is depolarized, while the one closest to the anode \((\theta = 0)\) is hyperpolarized. The \(\Delta \psi\) at the hyperpolarized pole is higher due to the negative \(\Delta \psi_{\text{rest}}\). Therefore, electroporation initially occurs at the pole of the cell closest to the cathode, followed by the pole closest to the cathode. The localized and asymmetric electroporation was observed experimentally during the uptake of fluorescence dye into individual CHO-K1 cells, in good agreement with the theoretical prediction from eqn (1) and (8).23

When \(\Delta \psi\) exceeds a critical threshold, nanoscale electropores are created within the membrane through the localized structural rearrangements of the lipid molecules, leading to a rapid membrane discharge with a dramatic increase in membrane conductance and a decrease in membrane potential. The critical \(\Delta \psi\) value is typically 0.2 to 1 V irrespective of cell types.24 The process of pore formation could be divided into two steps.14 First, hydrophobic pores are formed due to lateral thermal fluctuations of lipid molecules. Second, as the pores expand to a threshold radius, they transit to hydrophilic pores lined by the polar heads of phospholipids in order to minimize the energy of the membrane. It should be noted that although electroporation occurs mainly in the lipid bilayer domains of membranes, the membrane proteins and cytoskeleton also contribute to the process by affecting the behaviors of lipid bilayers.4,14 Accumulation of hydrophilic pores on cell membrane facilitates the exchange of the water-soluble molecules and ions through the cell membrane.

The size and number of pores expands and increases with time as long as the threshold of transmembrane potential is maintained. The size of the pores is governed by the line tension on the pore perimeter, the surface tension of the cell membrane, and the induced transmembrane potential.13 Since different regions on the cell membrane take different times to achieve the threshold transmembrane potential, both the size and density of the pores are spatially heterogeneous at various locations on the cell surface. Based on the pore size, the pores could be divided into two populations: small pores (<2 nm in diameter) and large pores (>2 nm in diameter).22 The highest pore density is created at the poles, but the largest pores are primarily located on the border of the electroporated regions (close to the cell equator). In addition, the hyperpolarized half of the cell has more but smaller pores, whereas the depolarized half of the cell has fewer but larger pores. By modulating cell reorientation by hydrodynamic effects or applying periodic electric pulses with altered polarities and directions, it is possible to extend the pore zone area on the surface of the cells in suspension.25,26

The electroporation process could be modulated by tuning the applied electric parameters (e.g. pulse amplitude, duration, frequency and shape). The pulse amplitude determines the fraction of the electroporated area whereas the pulse duration and number mostly affect the extent of electroporation (the pore density).27 Depending on the degree of the conformational changes in the membrane structure, electroporation can be reversible or irreversible. Under appropriate electric pulses, the pores are transient and can reseal after removal of the field, ensuring the survival of the cells. This sealing process happens in a much longer timeframe (over a range of minutes) than pore formation and is strongly dependent on the electroporation conditions and temperature.16 Reversible electroporation is widely applied to the delivery of a myriad of molecules into cells or tissues, such as fluorescent dyes, DNA, RNA, oligonucleotides, proteins, peptides, drugs, and nanoparticles etc.21,28–30 It has been proposed that many transport mechanisms including diffusion, convection, electrophoresis, electroosmosis, endocytosis and macropinocytosis may account for the molecular transport across an electroporated membrane.13,15,17 The size, electrical charge and shape of the molecules have a substantial influence on their transport.15 In the case of electroporation-based transfection, electrophoretic force is one of crucial mechanisms for the translocation of polyanionic DNA molecules into cytoplasm.31,32 Hence, the combinations of short high-voltage and long low-voltage pulses could enhance transfection efficiency while maintaining cell viability.33,34 It is suggested that high-voltage pulses contribute to electroporationmeabilization, while low-voltage pulses provide an electrophoretic force to drag DNA towards the cell membrane and/or insert it into the cells. A successful electrotroposette function involves several steps: DNA migration and interaction with the electroporated membrane to form complexes during electroporation, uptake into cytoplasm, intracellular trafficking, and entry into the nucleus.35 DNA molecules need to overcome multiple obstacles including the extracellular matrix, cell membrane, cytoplasm (especially the cytoskeletal network), nuclear envelope and even the cell wall (for bacteria, algae, fungi, and plant cells) to achieve ultimate gene expression. Irreversible electroporation occurs under intensive electric parameters and
typically leads to cell death after the procedure. Weaver proposed that it is likely caused either by the generation of permanent pores in a portion of the membrane region after extensive electropermeabilization or by chemical stress resulting from molecular transport through transient pores. Although the exact mechanism is still unclear, the process of irreversible electroporation allowed lysing cells to effectively extract intracellular materials (e.g., DNA, RNA, enzymes, and cytoplasmic proteins, recombinant proteins) for cellular analysis or producing therapeutic proteins. It was also used to selectively kill cells for hematopoietic cell selection and tumor cell purging as well as non-thermal inactivation of microorganisms in food products.

Cells undergo electroporation only with proper "local" field intensity and duration. Thus the device design and protocol development always need to revolve around creation of these favorable conditions at the microscale and exposure of cells to the electric field.

3. The various strategies for microfluidic electroporation

The extensive research in the area of microfluidics increasingly enables the implementation of electroporation in microchip formats. To date, a number of innovative strategies have been developed to electroporate cells on microfluidic platforms. We divide prior work on these technologies into five categories.

3.1. Electrode incorporation and configuration

The most straightforward way to implement electroporation at the microscale is having fabricated microelectrode structures inside microchannels or microchambers. The design of the microelectrodes is of crucial importance for the electroporation process because the geometry defines the electric field distribution and uniformity and thus greatly affects the electroporation efficiency.

Parallel plate electrodes. A variety of electrode designs have been used to perform electroporation on microchips. One of the simplest arrangements is to have parallel plate electrodes that mimic the architecture of commercial electroporation systems. It was also used to selectively kill cells for hematopoietic cell selection and tumor cell purging as well as non-thermal inactivation of microorganisms in food products.

Cells undergo electroporation only with proper “local” field intensity and duration. Thus the device design and protocol development always need to revolve around creation of these favorable conditions at the microscale and exposure of cells to the electric field.
bench-scale electroporator systems, the microchip required a much lower voltage and allowed cell suspensions to be continuously flowed through the channel. More recently, the simple design was created in microchannels fabricated out of wax paper, SU-8 photopolymer and polyimide for processing of suspended cells. Adherent cells or embryos were also confined into a frame located between two electrode plates to conduct electroporation. In parallel plate electrode architecture, the metal electrodes could also be modified by nanoscale structures with a high aspect ratio to locally focus electric field intensity to the surface of cell membranes. For example, stainless steel plates were functionalized by precipitating with multi-walled carbon nanotubes or micron-spiked structures on the surface to reduce the required voltage. In addition, incorporation of silicon nanowires or nanoribbons into field effect transistors also allowed highly localized single-cell electroporation.

**Coplanar electrodes.** In addition to the parallel plate format, microelectrodes are also often arranged in coplanar configuration due to the convenience in the microfabrication. However, the electric field distribution is more complex in such architecture, and therefore a variety of electrode geometries have been proposed to obtain optimal electric fields for electroporation. The geometries for microelectrodes include parallel strip electrodes, interdigitated electrodes in various configurations and circular/square electrode arrays. Combined with microchannel or microchamber structures, the systems could process either suspended or adherent cells.

The simplest layout for coplanar electrodes was composed of one pair of straight electrode strips arranged in parallel to serve as the anode and the cathode. In a more complex configuration, the electrodes were designed as curved strips with sharp tips to concentrate the electric field for cell trapping. Although a single pair of electrodes were used for electroporation of adherent cells, suspended cells and single cardiomyocytes, the electric field generated by only two electrodes lacked uniformity and was spatially limited in the thin layer adjacent to the electrode surface. In comparison, interdigitated electrodes containing an array of parallel electrode strips were introduced to provide relative homogeneous electric field to cells over a larger area. The high-density arrays could also significantly decrease the gap between electrodes, and thus minimized the overall voltage needed. The shape of the electrode array was arranged as a square or angular to match the configuration of the microchannel or microchamber. Each electrode strip could be constructed in a rectangular, castellated, circular, curved or saw-tooth formats. The short distance between the electrode pairs of the saw-tooth shape significantly decreased the required voltage. If the electrode structure was perpendicular to the cell suspension flow, cells would be exposed to periodic variation in electric field strength. Lee and Tai performed earlier research by developing a microchip with interdigitated saw-tooth shaped Au electrodes where the electrode pairs were coated by a polymer to electroporate various types of cells using various sets of electric parameters.

Another commonly used design was circular/square-shaped microelectrodes. Two circles were employed to mimic the two-needle array used in clinical electroporators, but the effective electroporation area was limited and the field intensity was inhomogeneous. Circular/square electrode arrays were used to expand the effective area. Combined with other forms of counter electrodes, each electrode could be individually addressed to achieve site-specific electroporation. Single cell electroporation was also accomplished by reducing the circle diameter to be comparable to the cell size.

It is noteworthy that spatially non-uniform electric field of the microelectrodes and the arrays also results in DEP during which dielectric cells could be attracted to the electrode tips and give rise to a pearl-chain-like alignment. A common set of electrode patterns can be implemented to initially trap and concentrate target cells in regions of interest by dielectrophoretic force and then perform subsequent electroporation while cells are exposed to different electric pulsing protocols. Therefore, this technique, adopted in either a static or flow-through manner, is particularly suitable for applications combining electrical cell lysis with downstream intracellular content analysis.

**Three-dimensional (3D) electrodes.** Although two-dimensional (2D) planar electrodes are widely utilized in the vast majority of microelectroporation chips, they suffer from two major limitations. First, since the cell size (10–20 μm) is typically much larger than the depth of the surface electrodes (<1 μm), the cell membrane tends to be exposed to a non-uniform electric field during the electroporation process. Second, the thin metal layers tend to decay away from the substrate due to water electrolysis. 3D electrodes have been used to address these challenges in spite of the complexity in manufacturing.

In here, 3D electrodes refer to the electrodes that generate a field to cover the 3D space of microfluidic channels and chambers, instead of being heavily localized along at least one dimension. Vertical sidewall electrodes represent one type of 3D electrodes because they provide a great spatial uniformity in electric field distribution along the width, depth, and length of a microchannel. By precisely constructing the electrode configurations, various electric field distributions could be achieved for electrical manipulation of cells. Lu et al. designed a saw-tooth electrode array embedded within vertical sidewalls of a straight channel in order to provide a more uniform electric field to continuously flowing cells (Fig. 1D). Alternatively, a serpentine channel was fabricated out of Al (with the metal serving as both electrodes and sidewalls), where cells were processed in a semicontinuous mode. In addition, thick Au electrodes (~25 μm) were used to construct the half height of the sidewalls in order to homogeneously deliver the maximum energy of nanosecond electric pulses to the suspended cells across the straight microchannel. By shortening the space between the electrode pair, the thick sidewall electrodes allowed electroporation of a single cell, either suspended or adherent, under a uniform electric field. Besides metals, a doped silicon wafer (~200 μm thick) containing the microfluidic network was sandwiched...
between two glass wafers for electroporation-processing of cells.\textsuperscript{37} Other types of 3D electrodes have been developed for electroporation in the form of pillars,\textsuperscript{98,99} needles\textsuperscript{100,101} or nails.\textsuperscript{102,103} For instance, 3D cylindrical microelectrodes (50 μm in diameter, 50 μm in height with a 20 μm gap among them) were built by fabricating protruded copper pillars inside the channel.\textsuperscript{98} The comparison to 2D electrodes of similar size revealed that 3D cylindrical electrodes exhibited promoted electroporation efficiency than 2D planar electrodes. It was also observed that multiple pores could be generated in the cell membrane with 3D electroporation while only a single pore with 2D electrodes, which apparently resulted from enhanced uniformity in electric field distribution. More recently, chips featuring high-density subcellular-sized or nanoscale electrode arrays have been developed to accomplish localized and selective electroporation of single cells growing on the electrode arrays [Fig. 1E].\textsuperscript{99,102,103}

In addition, some novel forms of 3D electrodes originally developed for DEP were employed in the electroporation area.\textsuperscript{104–107} “Liquid electrodes” were patterned in an array format to perform electroporation under ac electric fields.\textsuperscript{104} The system was composed of three units: (1) a main fluidic channel for cell flowing, (2) two distant planar Pt electrodes of large surface area deposited on the bottom of enclosed chambers on both sides of the main channel, and (3) relatively narrow access channels connecting main channel and electrodes perpendicularly [Fig. 1F]. The term “liquid electrode” referred to the vertical equipotential plane at the interface between the access and main channels. It behaved as a vertical sidewall electrode in the main channel, and thereby provided a relatively homogenous electrical field across the depth of the total channel. The distribution of the electric field was affected by the geometry of the access channel rather than the metal electrode. In another example, a pair of channels were incorporated on the two sides of a main fluidic channel and separated with a thin (20 μm) PDMS membrane.\textsuperscript{105} The side channels were filled with a conductive material such as indium solder and connected to a power supply via copper wires inserted into the solder to serve as the electrodes, while the main channel contained cell trapping sites. Except improved electric field homogeneity within the region surrounding the cell surface, the noncontact between the electrodes with the samples eliminated the adverse heating shock, chemical contamination, biomolecule fouling and electrode damage.

Wire electrodes. Although microfabricated electrodes may provide a strong local electric field at the microscale, application of a voltage in a tiny space often generates bubbles (due to electrolysis of water) and Joule heating, which adversely affects the operation of the device. Thus there are still advantages associated with the use of wire electrodes by inserting them in the open reservoirs connected to the microchannel network. Pt wires and Ag/AgCl wires are the two most commonly used electrodes because of their chemical stability.\textsuperscript{26,19,108–132} For example, Shin et al.\textsuperscript{108} directly inserted a pair of Pt wires into the two reservoirs at the ends of a straight channel to conduct electroporation. Multiple channels of different lengths were designed between the two wires to facilitate the optimization of electroporation protocols.\textsuperscript{109} Ramsey’s group,\textsuperscript{110–112} Fang’s group\textsuperscript{113–115} and our group\textsuperscript{119} also applied Pt wires to the microsystems which integrated microelectroporation with microchip electrophoresis. However, compared to the devices involving microscale electrodes, a higher voltage is required on these microchips to ensure sufficient electrical field for electroporation because of the longer inter-electrode distance. A specific channel feature can be designed to decrease the voltage, which will be discussed in the next section.

3.2. Channel geometry variation and constriction structures
A high local electric field can be generated by having constriction segments or structures in microchannels or microchambers. Electroporation occurs when the cells of interest flow through or are positioned within the constricted regions. Due to the high electrical resistance of the small constriction regions, cells experience a high field intensity that is confined in such configurations even when the overall input voltage is low. Fig. 2 illustrates some representative designs of constriction structures for electroporation.

Our group has been developing flow-through electroporation techniques for a number of years. We used a simple fluidic channel that consisted of a number of alternating wide and narrow sections for flow-through electroporation based on a constant voltage [Fig. 2A].\textsuperscript{59,76–119,121,122,125–132} Given a uniform depth of the channel, the electrical field strength in each segment was inversely proportional to the width of the section when a constant voltage was established across the channel. The geometric variation not only allowed electroporation to occur exclusively in a defined (narrow) section(s), but also effectively decreased the overall voltage required for electroporation. While flowing through the channel, cells experienced pulse-like electrical field variation(s) with a common power supply providing constant voltage. The electroporation parameters (e.g. pulse width, intensity, and pattern) could be easily adjusted by changing the overall voltage applied and channel geometry. Since the physics of our flow-through electroporation did not depend on the absolute dimensions of the device, the device could be scaled up easily by increasing the cross-sectional areas of different sections of a channel proportionally for processing large-volume cell samples (up to 20 mL min\textsuperscript{−1}).\textsuperscript{125} We also showed that similar devices also worked under a constant low-frequency (10–10 000 Hz) ac voltage.\textsuperscript{132} Our flow-through electroporation did not require a pulse generator and thus drastically simplified the equipment required for the delicate procedure of cell electroporation. A dc-biased ac electric field was used in similar channel to combine DEP with electroporation for integrated cell trapping and electroporation on a single chip.\textsuperscript{133} Target cells were selectively accumulated in the front entrance of the narrow channel and subsequently electroporated within the channel. The switching between the two processes could be achieved by simply varying the dc component of the total voltage.

Microchannels with alternating wide/narrow sections were also adapted to conduct flow-through single-cell electroporation by reducing the dimensions of the narrow section to cellular or subcellular sizes.\textsuperscript{118,134} An ac electric field was
Fig. 2 Channel geometry variation and constriction structures. (A) Schematics of a volume-scalable flow-through electroporation chip containing a number of alternating wide and narrow sections based on a constant voltage.\textsuperscript{129} Reproduced with permission from ref. 129. Copyright 2010 Elsevier. (B) Schematics of a microhole structure in a silicon nitride dielectric membrane located between two electrodes for flow-through single-cell electroporation.\textsuperscript{141} Reproduced with permission from ref. 141. Copyright 2003 Elsevier. (C) Images and schematics of an array of narrow lateral channels for cell trapping and localized single-cell electroporation.\textsuperscript{147} Reproduced with permission from ref. 147. Copyright 2005 The Royal Society of Chemistry. (D) Schematics and SEM image of the intimate contact between a cell and nanostraws.\textsuperscript{155} Reproduced with permission from ref. 155. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society. (E) Top: schematics and images of a nanochannel electroporation chip and a cell positioned at the tip of the nanochannel. Bottom: fluorescence images of cell uptake of PI dye after nanochannel electroporation. The rapid increase in fluorescence indicated that dye transport was not dominated by diffusion.\textsuperscript{153} Reproduced by permission from ref. 153. Copyright 2011 from Macmillan Publishers Ltd.
employed to prevent the bubbles electrolytically generated at the electrodes from blocking the extremely narrow channel and the electric circuit.\textsuperscript{134} A single rod-shaped large cardiomyocyte was also spanned across a constriction between two wide open channels while being sealed with mineral oil to enable regional electroporation of the cell.\textsuperscript{135}

Besides varying the width of the channel which was easy to implement given the planar nature of typical microfabrication, alternatively the constriction segments of a channel could also be constructed by reducing the depth of a segment of the channel. Fox et al.\textsuperscript{136,137} created two constriction segments in a microfluidic channel with platinum microelectrodes at the two ends of each constriction to continuously electroporate cells with high throughput. Although the microelectrode fabrication procedure was relatively complex, placing the electrodes close to the constrictions greatly reduced the undesired energy consumption.

Constriction structures such as microscale holes were used for electroporation of single or multiple cells.\textsuperscript{138–146} In their pioneering work, Hang and Rubinsky\textsuperscript{138,139} developed the first microfabricated single-cell electroporation chip containing two facing $n^+$ polysilicon electrodes with two fluidic chambers separated by a silicon nitride dielectric membrane in between (Fig. 2B). A microhole with subcellular dimensions was etched through the membrane to connect the two chambers. Individual suspended cells could be captured at the microhole due to the pressure gradient between the two chambers. The trapped intact single cell serves as an insulator in the electrical circuit, whereas the electrical current increased once the cell becomes permeabilized by electroporation. This characteristic enabled real-time monitoring of the electroporation process at the single-cell level using the electrical signal. In spite of the precision, the low processing rate of microhole devices limited their practical applications. There were two approaches to improve the throughput for single-cell analysis. First, the authors constructed a microchannel that continuously transported cells to the microhole on a one by one basis for processing.\textsuperscript{141} After exposure to electric pulses, the electroporated cell was released and another cell was loaded onto the electroporation hole. Second, a high-density array of microholes (or orifices) was used to allow a number of cells to be treated in parallel.\textsuperscript{143,144} This microhole structure was expanded to be applied to electroporation of biomimetic vesicles with similar membrane (phospholipid) and size (10–25 μm) to those of living cells.\textsuperscript{145,146}

Channels with subcellular sizes were also used for trapping and electroporating cells.\textsuperscript{147–150} Khine et al.\textsuperscript{147} reported a simple PDMS microchip which used multiple narrow lateral channels (4 μm × 3.1 μm in the cross section) for cell trapping and Ag wire electrodes in reservoirs for localized single-cell electroporation in parallel (Fig. 2C). Individual cells extended and deformed into the trapping channels when negative pressure was applied and this was suggested to contribute to membrane rupture under electric pulses. Similar to the work by Huang and Rubinsky,\textsuperscript{138} the system also measured the electrical resistance to monitor membrane permeabilization. They later developed a computer program to achieve the real-time feedback control of electroporation processes.\textsuperscript{149} A similar approach was also implemented in a silicon/glass device with multiple parallel capillary channels (4 μm wide and 15 μm deep) serving as the trapping sites for single cells. These features connected two parallel channels where platinum surface electrodes were positioned.\textsuperscript{150}

Nanoscale structures such as nanopores, nanostraws, and nanochannels provide even smaller constriction features compared to the microscale ones and offer high precision and efficiency for electroporation.\textsuperscript{151–156} Lee and co-workers developed electroporation based on nanoscale structures over the years.\textsuperscript{151–153} In their early work, they applied porous poly(ethylene terephthalate) track-etched membranes to locally electroporate cells.\textsuperscript{151} Cells were sandwiched between two membranes that had an average pore size of 400 nm (bottom) and 3 μm (top), respectively. The nanoscale tunnels focused the electric field due to the constriction effect. Although the electroporation efficiency was fairly low, the device had the capacity of treating hundreds to millions of cells in each batch. In their later work, to promote the uniformity of the electric field distribution on cells and thus the electroporation efficiency, the porous membrane on the bottom was modified by gelatin coating and drilled to form uniform micronozzle arrays by laser ablation technique.\textsuperscript{152} A similar strategy has also been implemented by another group using porous alumina cell culture membranes (with 20 nm pores) combined with a thin PDMS film having well-defined hole structures (100 to 600 μm in diameter) to conduct localized in situ electroporation of adherent cells.\textsuperscript{154} More recently, protruded alumina nanostraw (i.e. hollow nanowire; 250 nm) arrays were constructed on a polycarbonate track-etched membrane to improve the electroporation performance due to more intimate interactions between the cell membrane and the nanostructure (Fig. 2D).\textsuperscript{155} In their later effort, the Lee group used nanoscale channels for electroporation and delivery with subcellular resolution and high efficiency.\textsuperscript{153} They created an array of nanochannels ( ~90 nm in diameter and ~3 μm long) connecting two microchannels at two ends (Fig. 2E).\textsuperscript{153} An individual cell was precisely positioned at the tip of the nanochannel by moving the cell inside the connected microchannel using an optical tweezers system, while the other microchannel was filled with the solution containing genes or other biomolecules for delivery. Electric pulses were then applied via palladium wire electrodes placed in the microchannel reservoirs, and electroporation occurred in the tiny area of cell membrane defined by the nanochannel dimensions due to the high localized field strength. Nelson et al.\textsuperscript{156} also demonstrated single-cell electroporation through a nanopore by directly positioning a cell over the structure. Such a method offered a highly precisely delivered quantity and minimal cellular damage.

In addition, silica microbead arrays packed in microchannels by pneumatically actuated elastomeric valves or a weir structure also served as an efficient platform for physical cell capture and electroporation-based lysis of bacterial cells.\textsuperscript{59,123,124} We used these matrix-like structures formed by the microscale beads as a filter to capture tiny bacterial cells while allowing the liquid to flow through. A large number of bacterial cells could be stuck in the gaps among the beads. While exerting the electric voltage at the two ends of the bead...
array, the electric field was significantly concentrated in these small gaps to enhance cell electroporation.

3.3. Hydrodynamics-enhanced electroporation

Microfluidics allows the creation of favorable hydrodynamic conditions for cell manipulation in fluidic networks, and this effect has been harnessed to enhance the performance of microscale electroporation (Fig. 3).26,131,157–159

By constructing a spiral-shaped electroporation channel, Wang et al.26 enabled the system to generate permeabilization over the whole cell membrane surface, thereby substantially enhancing the electroporation efficiency without compromising the cell viability (Fig. 3A). This was a significant extension to flow-through electroporation technology. This favorable flow condition (i.e. Dean flow) overcame the major limitation determined by both the physics and the practice of common electroporation during which electropemabilization of the membrane mostly occurs at the poles of a cell where the surface normal is aligned with the field direction according to eqn (1). When entrained in Dean flow, cells were simultaneously involved in the flow along the channel path and the vortices in the secondary transverse direction. Such complex motions exposed a much larger fraction of the cell surface to the electroporation field.

Hydrodynamic focusing is a widely used technique that allows a central flow to be sandwiched by sheath flows. The technique is effective for creating a narrow stream that exchanges materials with the sheath flows only by diffusion under laminar flow conditions. Using the most common three-inlet configuration, Zhu et al.157 developed an electroporation strategy based on hydrodynamic focusing of cell suspension by highly conductive KCl sheath flows (Fig. 3B). When a constant dc voltage was established across the two side channels through Ag wire electrodes, the electric field was concentrated in the hydrodynamically focused cell flow region due to its much lower conductivity than that of KCl solution. Careful modulation of the central and side flow rates could precisely control the width of the focused stream containing cells, thereby varying the applied voltage to cells. A low voltage of <3 V was able to generate a sufficiently high field intensity to achieve successful electroporation. By placing the electrodes in side inlets, the system shielded the cell suspension from the metal electrodes with the sheath flows, and thus eliminated many adverse effects such as heating shock, localized pH variation and bubble generation. Alternatively a pair of surface Au electrodes were placed beneath the sheath flows (Fig. 3C).158 Hydrodynamic focusing was also used in our work to facilitate single cell electroporation. Bao et al.131 controlled the passage of cells suspended in the central stream in a single-line fashion to ensure uniform electric treatment. By avoiding the non-uniformity in the cell velocity caused by the parabolic profile of the flow field, each individual cell in this case was exposed to the identical treatment in terms of field intensity and duration.

Another effective method to improve the flow profile across the channel for electroporation was the introduction of two parallel stainless steel meshes perpendicular to the flow in the channel.159 In addition to serving as electrodes to generate a homogenous electric field, the mesh structures created a wealth of extremely thin channels which had a much higher hydrodynamic resistance than the main channel. The complex hydrodynamic effects produced a nearly uniform velocity distribution between the two meshes. By tuning up the electric pulse frequency, the flow rate and the volume of electroporation area, all cells experienced exactly one pulse under the same field intensity.

3.4. Compartmentalized electroporation

Confining cells into tiny reaction volumes offers a number of advantages for electroporation-based delivery including increased contact between the cell and the delivered molecule as well as the potential for single cell/molecule screening and analysis. Microfluidics provides an ideal platform for the spatiotemporal regulated electroporation processes in the form of either droplets57,160–162 or microwell arrays56,70,77,83,163–165 (Fig. 4).

Droplet microfluidics creates and manipulates monodispersed and subnanoliter aqueous droplets in an immiscible and inert carrier fluid (e.g. oil). These microscale droplets serve as microscale compartments which may encapsulate cells and other reagents (e.g. genes).166 The idea of performing electroporation within droplets was initially proposed by Luo et al.,160 in which an ac voltage was applied to parallel line microelectrodes in the downstream of droplet generation. Zhan et al.57 described a more advanced demonstration that was able to encapsulate single cells in picoliter aqueous droplets and then electroporate the encapsulated cells for gene delivery by applying a constant dc voltage on the microelectrode pair (Fig. 4A). The constant dc voltage ensured that every droplet experienced an electroporation field intensity that was higher than the electroporation threshold. Due to the non-conductivity of oil, cells only experienced a transient electric pulse when the conductive droplets passed across the electrodes. The shape and duration of the pulse was dependent on many factors including the velocity and dimensions of the droplet, the distance between the two electrodes, and the location of the cell inside the droplet. In a more recent work, Qu et al.161 increased the number of electrodes to 5 pairs to investigate the influence of the pulse number and the interval between pulses on electroporation. A serpentine channel was also used to improve the mixing of cells and reagents confined in discrete droplets. There was also a report of electroporation of cell-encapsulating microdroplets in the oil in a conventional cuvette.162 An oscillating radio frequency electric field was applied to the silicon oil phase, and a high voltage was required in this system (~120 V) because of the high resistance of silicon oil.

A microscale well format has also been used to implement electroporation in compartmentalized space.56,70,77,83,163–165 Inspired by conventional multiwell plates, microwell arrays provide further miniaturized and separated reaction chambers with increased well density by the state-of-the-art microfabrication technology.167 Jain et al. created microwell arrays shaped in circles (500 μm in diameter)163 and squares (400 μm × 400 μm)164 on glass substrates coated with a transparent conductor ITO using insulative laser-cut coverslips or biocompatible SU-8 photoresists, respectively (Fig. 4B). In the system, a metal (stainless steel or Al) piece placed on top of
Fig. 3 Hydrodynamics-enhanced electroporation. (A) Left: schematics of a flow-through electroporation chip featuring a spiral-shaped electroporation channel and two wide channels, and overlay fluorescent images of SYTO 16 stained cell migration at different flow rates on the chip. Right: proposed models of cell electroporation occurred in spiral (top) and straight (bottom) channels. Reproduced with permission from ref. 26. Copyright 2010 The Royal Society of Chemistry. (B) Schematics and fluorescent image of an electroporation chip based on hydrodynamic focusing under low dc voltage. Reproduced with permission from ref. 157. Copyright 2010 Springer. (C) Schematics of an electroporation chip that separated the cell suspension from the electrodes by hydrodynamic focusing. Reproduced with permission from ref. 158. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society.
the microwell array as well as stainless steel or deposited Au on the bottom of the array were used to provide a uniform electric field to the entire chip. Alternatively, both cathodes and anodes could be deposited on a glass substrate. Rod-shaped single cardiomyocytes were positioned within arrays of rectangular PDMS microwells aligned perpendicular to parallel Au line electrodes for electroporation. Huang et al. designed an annular interdigital Au microelectrode array on glass to increase the effective electroporation area and field uniformity in a circular well (Fig. 1C). The array of round-shaped microelectrodes was successfully aligned with a commercial silicone cell culture chamber with matching well dimensions. A more sophisticated device with individually addressable capability, reported by Xu et al., was constructed by aligning high-density microwells (100 μm in diameter) fabricated out of SU-8 photoresist with circular microelectrode arrays on glass substrates (Fig. 4C). Combined with the ITO electrodes on top, the chip enabled selective positioning of cells in the microwells through DEP force and subsequent electroporation in a spatially controlled fashion.

The microwell format was extremely suitable for single cell electroporation. By reducing the size of microwells to 20–35 μm, thousands of single cells could be trapped by DEP with high efficiencies (up to 95%) and high speed (less than 3 min), followed by efficient electroporation (Fig. 4D). This was performed on a SU-8 photoresist microwell array aligned with interdigitated ITO microelectrodes patterned on glass. The distance between the electrodes (6 μm) was smaller than the cell diameter (>10 μm) so that each cell was placed on the edge of the electrodes and treated by a local high-intensity electric field. The array was tightly enclosed after cell seeding by placing a PDMS membrane on top to confine cells and...
intracellular contents within defined wells. In a separate paper, single-cell DEP trapping and electroporation were demonstrated in an array of 10 μm microwell using voltage as low as 1 V, where the SU-8 photoresist microwell structure was sandwiched between the planar Au electrode and ITO electrode.165

3.5. Miscellaneous techniques

Miscellaneous electroporation methods have been developed on chips based on microvalves,120 salt bridges168 and light.169 Pneumatically actuated elastomeric valves made of PDMS are insulative, and thus the closure of these valves within microchannels could physically separate the ionic buffer and interrupt the circuit.170 Based on this feature, the valves were embedded in a microchip to facilitate electroporation under a constant dc voltage.120 Electric pulses of milliseconds could be generated by operating the valve in a close-open-close sequence. Both suspended and adherent cells were successfully electroporated under these microvalve-generated pulses. The promising technique not only eliminated the complex and expensive pulse generator, but also had the potential to be incorporated into large-scale integrated microfluidic systems based on microvalves. To focus an electric field into a specific area, Kim et al.168 proposed an interesting electroporation platform by introducing a pair of highly conductive polymeric gel plugs into the microchannel. The chip had a fluidic channel for cell flowing and two channels filled with hypertonic solution on the two sides. The gel plugs located at the interface of the two kinds of channels and acted as salt bridges because their ionic conductivity was similar to the hypertonic solution but 10 times higher than that of cell suspension. When a dc voltage was exerted though the external Ag/AgCl electrodes in hypertonic solution, the conductivity difference led to a focused electric field in the main channel that covered flowing cells. Valley et al.169 reported an optofluidics-based microsystem for parallel single cell electroporation and manipulation. The chip was composed of two layers of ITO-coated glass substrates and a SU-8 defined fluidic channel layer in between. A photosensitive film was coated on the bottom glass layer to create virtual electrodes when an ac bias was applied between two ITO layers. When a patterned light was applied, a localized electric field was exerted on the illuminated cells arrayed using optoelectronic tweezers due to the substantial drop of the photoconductive layer's resistance. By changing the applied electrical bias, the light could induce either DEP or electroporation of cells.

4. The applications of microfluidic electroporation

The advances in microfluidic electroporation technologies have led to a variety of achievements. In addition to understanding and analyzing the electroporation process itself including pore formation and resealing dynamics,94,99,101,118,126,138–140,147,148 microelectrolysis has been mainly applied to cellular analysis and delivery. Based on the direction of movement for the materials across the cell membrane, we divided the applications of microelectroporation into two general categories: (1) Analysis of intracellular contents and inactivation; and (2) delivery of exogenous molecules.

4.1. Analysis of intracellular contents and inactivation

An important application of electroporation in the context of analytical chemistry is to serve as a pretreatment for analysis of intracellular molecules. Electroporation provides a simple physical method for disruption of the cell membrane barrier and release of intracellular molecules. Many biomolecules other than nucleic acids (e.g. proteins and other metabolites) cannot be amplified. Thus highly sensitive approaches are required for their detection and quantification. Electroporation does not require chemical/biological reagents which may dilute the analytes or interfere with the downstream analysis. Furthermore, electroporation is very easy for integration with detection and analysis methods such as laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) and electrophoresis, especially on a microfluidic platform. Such features are important for works that require ultrahigh sensitivity, such as single cell analysis.

Early practice of electroporation for cell lysis was often performed in combination with capillary electrophoresis (CE), inside a capillary tube and in the context of single cell analysis.171–174 More recent works based on microfluidics mainly focused on releasing low-molecular-weight dyes and metabolites from cells by fast electrical lysis and performing chemical analysis in a high-throughput manner. Such goals could be achieved by coupling electroporation with microchip-based CE and various sensitive detection methods such as LIF and electrochemical assays on an integrated platform.110–115,119 These microchips were typically composed of two channels intersecting with each other: cell flow channel and separation channel, and an electrical field established across the separation channel. Individual cells were transported, either hydrodynamically or electrically, to the junction of the two channels where cells were electrically lysed, and the lysate was electrophoretically injected into the separation channel for electrophoretic separation and LIF detection. Ramsey and colleagues reported an early example of a microfluidic chemical cytometer where fluorescent dyes in the cytoplasm of human T cell lymphoblast-like Jurkat cells could be completely released within <33 ms and single cells were analyzed at throughputs as high as 7–12 cells min\(^{-1}\).110,111 Wang and Lu further improved the throughput to 75–85 cells min\(^{-1}\) by designing a narrow lysis section to generate a much higher field intensity for electrical lysis than that for electrophoresis.119 Fang's group developed a protocol in which each step could be modulated by means of simply changing the electrical potentials at the four reservoirs.113–115 Although the analysis rates were relatively low (15–25 cells h\(^{-1}\)), they were able to efficiently detect a trace level of cellular component glutathione, a tripeptide, in human erythrocytes113 or simultaneously analyze glutathione and reactive oxygen species from a single cell lysate.115 While less common than LIF, electrochemical detection was also used in the detection of ascorbic acid from wheat callus cells.114 More recently, Ramsey's group integrated electroporation with...
microchip-CE and electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) to detect hemoglobin protein from human erythrocytes. 112 Although a similar crossed-channel design was utilized, the working principle was very different from small-molecule analysis. Cells were continuously infused into a channel and lysed when they entered into the junction where the depth was 100 times shallower than other channel segments to focus the electrical intensity. Upon lysis, the intracellular contents were electrophoretically separated along the cell infuse channel towards an electrospray corner where ionization occurred. The other channel filled with electrolyte was used to provide the voltage to cells and rapidly exchange buffer at the lysis region. Compared with LIF detection, the MS-based technique offered more chemical information for analyte identification.

Electroporation could be used as a preparative tool during extraction and purification of intracellular molecules. Techniques other than electrophoresis were also used for analysis of intracellular molecules released by electroporation. 58,67–70,79,80,104,123,124 An integrated device was reported on a F1-ATPase rotational assay at the single molecule level. 80 In the work, genetically engineered E. coli expressing 6× His-tag fusion F1-ATPase was continuously loaded into the chip and initially lysed by interdigitated saw-tooth planar microelectrodes in a chamber. The motor protein was subsequently extracted from cell lysate by specific binding onto the surface of a serpentine channel coated with nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid. Following sequential introduction of various buffers, the ATP-driven F1-ATPase rotation could be visualized and quantitatively measured. In a separate work, antibody functionalized microbeads packed within microchannel were also used to capture β-actin from electrical lysate via immunobinding with high specificity and sensitivity. 79 We detected the autofluorescence of the total lysate from bacterial cells following electroporation using LIF and were able to quantify the number of bacterial cells without tedious labeling procedures. 123,124 Since the leakage of intracellular ions such as Na+ and K+ into the surrounding solution can dramatically boost its conductivity, electroporation was introduced as an approach for sensitive bacterial enumeration based on dielectrophoretic impedance measurement after electroporation. 67–69 Impedance analysis following electrical lysis was also applied to discriminate live and dead yeast cells in a continuous mode. 104 Other than the continuous flow mode, confining single cells within an array of microwells offered an alternative approach for massively parallel assays. Meanwhile, the detection sensitivity could be substantially improved, as the structure physically limited the diffusion and dilution of cellular materials. Kim et al. 70 described an integrated device consisting of a dense array (3600) of tightly enclosed microwells having similar dimensions to cells (Fig. 4D). Enzymatic activity of intracellular β-galactosidase was measured after a large population of single cells were efficiently trapped by DEP (trapping efficiency up to 95%) and then lysed under a uniform electrical field. For the vast majority of the works involving electroporation for intracellular molecule release and analysis, electroporation conditions used were harsh and led to cell death. Recently, we demonstrated that it was possible to extract tiny amounts of intracellular proteins from cells without killing the cells when fine-tuned electroporation conditions were used. 29 This discovery paved the way to minimally invasive cellular analysis and continuous monitoring of live cells.

Other than small molecules, metabolites and proteins, genetic materials could also be extracted from cells by electroporation. 59,72–76,82 A number of microsystems combined electroporation with DEP to concentrate and lyse target cells, such as bacterial cells, 74–76,82 microalga cells, 73 in order to release DNA or RNA. The nucleic acid samples were often recovered from the chips and further analyzed by off-chip molecular biology techniques such as real-time PCR 73,75,77 and hybridization. 82 To incorporate DNA purification into the systems, a bead-based method was often used to selectively capture DNA after electrical lysis. Ramadan et al. 72 constructed a continuous flow microchip to extract DNA from human white blood cells and murine clonal MN9D cells. While cells and silica beads were simultaneously loaded into the chamber, the cells were trapped and lysed by an interdigitated castellated planar microelectrode array, and the beads were also dielectrophoretically trapped to selectively bind the released DNA. More recently, we developed an integrated microchip that allowed cell tapping, electrical lysis, as well as DNA extraction and concentration. 59 ChargeSwitch magnetic beads were stacked in the microchannel to form a matrix-like structure for both physical cell trapping and DNA binding based on pH alternation. The results revealed that electroporation could produce similar or higher amounts of PCR-grade genomic DNA from both mammalian and bacterial cells, compared to the commonly-used chemical lysis methods.

We have established over the years that the release of intracellular molecules by electroporation has strong dependence on the molecular size and the subcellular localization. 122,125,127,128 Not surprisingly, large molecules are harder to release than small molecules 125 and the nuclear fraction is harder to release than the cytosolic fraction for the same molecule. 128 Using a transcription factor NF-κB which resides in the cytosol or nucleus in different cell states as a proof-of-principle, we showed that selective release of the cytosolic fraction of NF-κB was possible by tuning the electroporation parameters. 128 This single-step procedure avoided laborious operations in traditional subcellular fractionation protocols. Based on the concept, we developed a novel flow cytometry tool referred to as “electroporative flow cytometry” which combined electroporation with flow cytometry for rapid analysis (~200 cells s⁻¹) of subcellular localization of intracellular proteins. 122,127 We demonstrated that by using electroporative flow cytometry, we were able to detect protein translocations (i.e. change in the protein subcellular localization) both from cytosol to plasma membrane 122 and from cytosol to nucleus. 127 In both cases, we detected the fluorescence of the intracellular protein (tagged by a fluor-escent protein marker) after electroporation-based release and then correlated the residual fluorescence intensity of the single cell with the original protein localization (i.e. before electroporation treatment) and quantitatively characterized the percent localization between two subcellular compartments for the protein at the single cell level. In the case of cytosol to plasma membrane translocation, the interaction
between the molecule (i.e. tyrosine kinase Syk\cite{1}) and the plasma membrane prevented the membrane fraction of the protein from being released by electroporation. Thus if there was a larger presence of the protein at the plasma membrane, there would be more residual fluorescence emitted by the cell after electroporation. Similarly, NF-κB localizes between the nucleus and cytosol, a larger percentage of NF-κB in the nucleus would leave higher residual fluorescence intensity after electroporative release for a cell.\cite{127} With electroporative flow cytometry, we were able to rapidly determine the protein localization information of single cells with a high speed and without imaging.

Unrelated to protein translocation and electroporation-based release, we also used combined cell electroporation and flow cytometric examination for study of cell biomechanics.\cite{126,131} We found that the expansion in the cell size during electroporation had strong correlation with the cell deformability.\cite{126} Thus we used this as a quantitative parameter to characterize cell deformability. In the follow-up work, we recorded the lysis kinetics of single erythrocytes and found that such lysis kinetics were characteristic of the defects in the cytoskeleton (due to mutated or missing proteins).\cite{131} We found that the method could efficiently discriminate red blood cell subpopulations with protein mutations and serve as a rapid tool for characterizing the deficiency involved in the cytoskeletal protein network at the single cell level.

Finally, in some works, electroporation or electric lysis was used to kill or remove undesired cells without involving analysis. Microfluidic chips allow flowing cells to be continuously lysed, thereby greatly enhancing the processing rate.\cite{45,117} By precisely controlling the temperature within the devices, flow-through electroporation using pulsed electric fields was used to inactivate bacteria \textit{(Lactobacillus plantarum)} for food preservation.\cite{136,137} Based on the cell size difference, circulating tumor cells were selectively purged from blood by a flow-through electroporation technique with a clinical-scale throughput at the order of 1 mL min\(^{-1}\).\cite{39} Continuously and selectively dielectrophoretic concentrating leukemia cells while electrically lysing red blood cells was also demonstrated in a constrictio microchannel.\cite{133}

### 4.2. Delivery of exogenous molecules

Conventional cuvette-based electroporation has become a routine laboratory tool for delivering foreign molecules into living cells. Nevertheless, microfluidic electroporation offers a myriad of unique benefits for cellular delivery including capability for handling scarce cell samples, continuous flow mode, and potential for integration. A wide range of agents including dyes, plasmid DNA, oligonucleotides, short interfering RNA (siRNA), mRNA, proteins, polysaccharide, drugs, and nanoparticles have been delivered into cells or even embryos\cite{51,175} using the physical technique. Table S1 (in ESI) summarizes the literature in the area and various works can be compared based on their designs and some quantitative performance metrics such as delivery efficiency and cell viability.

The flow-through working mode of microfluidic electroporation substantially enhanced the processing rate of cell samples and also eliminated (or alleviated) many adverse effects associated with electroporation in static cuvettes, such as Joule heating, pH variation and bubble formation, thereby promoting the cell survival rate. In early flow-through electroporation work, consecutive electric pulses were applied to flowing cells for continuous delivery of genes,\cite{42} similar to the early flow-through electroporation work at benchscale.\cite{176} The improvement was achieved by modifying channel geometry\cite{16,121,129,168} and microelectrode architecture\cite{71,90,108,109} optimizing the flow pattern,\cite{26,158,159} and introducing targeted nanoparticles\cite{91} as discussed above. For instance, we described a volume-scalable flow-through electroporation chip (Fig. 2A), where plasmid DNA could be efficiently delivered into mammalian cells with a high processing rate (up to \(\sim 20\) mL min\(^{-1}\)) while maintaining high transfection efficiency (up to \(\sim 80\%\)) under optimized combination of channel geometry and electric parameters.\cite{129,136,137} Electrotransfer of mRNA into primary cells including T cells and dendritic cells has been recently demonstrated in high-throughput microfluidic electroporation systems.\cite{14,159} Wei et al.\cite{158} successfully loaded both plasmid DNA and siRNA into various cell lines in a laminar flow electroporation microchip (Fig. 3C). The system exhibited great performance with transfection efficiency as high as 70–90% and a gene silencing level up to 92%.

The other approach to improve the processing rate of electroporation was to perform massively parallel electroporation on patterned microelectrode arrays. Recently, a microarray-based electroporation system was created to be compatible with commercial multiwell plates and transfer genetic molecules into several difficult-to-transfect cell types such as MDCK, HUVEC, and DRG neurons with high transfection efficiency up to 30–90% (Fig. 1C).\cite{77} To test the electrochemotherapeutic effects on human breast cancer in parallel, Choi et al.\cite{81} miniaturized six clinical electroporators on a single chip to electrotransfer the drug bleomycin into tumor cells. Additionally, individually addressable high-density arrays of microelectrodes provided a high level of spatial and temporal control over the delivery of reagents into cells.\cite{84,86} Based on the technique, site-specific delivery enabled optimization of multiple electroporation parameters in a single experiment. Microfluidic devices with microwell structures and microelectrode arrays could physically separate cell populations, thereby restricting cell migration and contamination between neighboring cultures as well as facilitating the identification during image processing.\cite{83,163,164} Such schemes also allowed different molecules to be sequentially loaded.\cite{83} Alternatively, genetic materials could also be attached onto the electrode substrate followed by seeding cells on the surface for electroporation delivery, referred to as reverse transfection.\cite{49,50,164} The applied electric pulses facilitated desorption of nucleic acids from the substrate and translocation into the cells. Jain et al.\cite{164} applied non-contact inkjet technology to automatically and precisely introduce various nucleic acid molecules into the microwell array and this approach holds great promise for high-throughput genomic screening.

Another important advantage associated with microscale electroporation is its capability for single cell processing. Closely related to microfluidic approach, Orwar’s and Weber’s groups demonstrated the use of electrolyte-filled capillary for
delivery of small molecules and biomolecules into single cells or subcellular regions.\(^{177,178}\) In a recent report, a variety of molecules including propidium iodide dyes, oligodeoxynucleotide, molecular beacon (mRNA), siRNA, plasmid DNA, and quantum dots were delivered into single cells using a nanochannel electroporation device.\(^{153}\) Precise amounts of these molecules could be transported into the cell by fine-tuning the number and duration of electrical pulses. Kurosawa et al.\(^{143}\) explored the dynamic responses of single myocytes by electrotransfer of three metabolic substrates for tricarboxylic acid metabolic cycle (glutamic acid, maleic acid, and succinic acid) into cells. Single cell manipulation may also be compatible with continuous-flow and array arrangements to facilitate cell population studies with improved throughput. A single cell could be flowed to a microhole, trapped by backside pressure, electroporated, and finally released.\(^{141,150}\) Using this procedure, Valero et al.\(^{150}\) transfected vector DNA encoding the EGFP-ERK1 fusion protein into single human mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) and single mouse myoblasts C2C12 cells with efficiency as high as >75% without causing cell death.

Nuclear translocation of the EGFP-ERK1 fusion protein in MSCs was observed upon external growth factor stimulation. Alternatively, cells could be continuously flowed through a microchannel with constriction segments whose spaces were only enough to accommodate one cell at any given moment.\(^{118,121,134}\) A chip with arrayed microholes allowed a nuclear transport factor importin \(\beta\) to be simultaneously transferred into 200 cells.\(^{144}\) Besides microhole arrays, single cells could be introduced to chips featuring high-density microelectrode arrays for cellular delivery. To achieve single-cell resolution, the gaps between adjacent electrodes should be close enough to allow only one cell to be confined between them. By replacing the planar electrodes,\(^{54}\) 3D vertical sidewall electrodes were used to improve the spatial uniformity of electric treatment on single cells.\(^{93,95,96}\) Using this configuration, single neurons could be transfected with plasmid DNA, and in particular, local delivery of EGTA into a subcellular axon was also demonstrated.\(^{95}\) In an alternative method, the individual addressability was demonstrated on an array of planar circular microelectrodes with sizes similar to that of cells (15–50 \(\mu\)m).\(^{87,88}\) The array was constructed to deliver dyes, oligonucleotides, siRNA, plasmid DNA into adherent mammalian cells in a highly spatiotemporal controlled manner. In addition, single-cell electrotransfer was also performed in microfluidic droplets due to the high-throughput and tiny compartment volume offered by droplet microfluidics. Although the transfection efficiency was relatively low (\(\sim 11\%\)), Zhan et al.\(^{57}\) for the first time delivered the plasmid DNA into mammalian cells encapsulated within microdroplets by electroporation. By optimizing electrode design and channel geometry, the genetic transformation of green nuclear transport factor importin \(\beta\) to induce DNA movement towards the adherent cells on the chip surface. Subsequently, electroporation was performed under a high voltage provided by only the interdigitated microelectrodes. To prevent the detrimental effects caused by plate electrodes such as bubble generation and solution contamination, they also fabricated the electrodes in a coplanar manner to provide a voltage for accumulating DNA.\(^{62}\) Adding the electrophoresis step significantly enhanced the transfection efficiency of plasmid DNA (from 16.62% to 35.89%) and Au-DNA(T21) nanoparticles. Besides electrophoresis, nanoscale physical barriers could also facilitate biomolecules bypassing the cell membrane. Two negatively-charged membranes with nanopores were used to sandwich the cells and push DNA molecules towards the cell surface.\(^{151,152}\) Protruded nanostraws closely underlying cultured cells further enhanced delivery efficiency because the hollow nanostructure not only concentrated the electric field at its interface with cell membranes to induce electroporation but also confined the biomolecule transport into cytosol through the electropores (Fig. 2D).\(^{155}\) In a different approach, superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (6 nm) were added together with plasmid DNA to improve the transfection.\(^{64}\) Magnetic complexes presumably formed via hydrogen bonding between DNA and the hydroxyl group of iron oxide, and then were condensed to the cell surface under strong magnetic fields. Finally, electrophoresis after electroporation was also used to actively drive genes deep into the cytoplasm and facilitate their eventual entry into the nucleus. As discussed above, electrophoretic force is able to facilitate DNA translocation into and inside the cytoplasm.\(^{31,32}\) We used the combination of high-intensity and low-intensity pulses by varying the width of the channel of flow-through microchips. After the high-intensity pulses in narrow segments generated pores in the membrane and enabled DNA binding to the cell membrane, low-intensity pulses in wide segments electrophoretically facilitated DNA translocation inward.\(^{121,129}\) Electrophoresis for both pre-concentration and post-electroporation driving was combined to assist delivery of anionic calcein dyes and Oregon green dextran into single cells.\(^{142}\) The extremely high electric fields in nanochannel electroporation also created extremely strong electrophoresis to rapidly drive molecules into cells, as confirmed by the fact that the dye transport was not dominated by diffusion (Fig. 2E).\(^{153}\)

### 5. Summary and outlook

The fusion of microfluidics with electroporation has created a myriad of versatile tools for analyzing intracellular contents and delivering foreign molecules into cells at the microscale.
Generally speaking, microfluidic electroporation allows more precise control over the process and more flexible integration with other tools than their benchscale counterpart. Thus microfluidic electroporation provides unique advantages for single cell delivery and analysis, and integrated cell lysis and molecular analysis. Furthermore, microfluidic platforms provides unique opportunities for incorporating hydrodynamic effects into electroporation-based delivery processes and these effects often produce results that are otherwise not achievable. Most microfluidic electroporation devices are not designed for processing a large number of cells (with the exceptions of flow-through electroporation and some other devices with highly parallel operations).

Future studies in this field will potentially focus on using electroporation to solve emerging and challenging cell biology problems. We will likely see major developments in several interesting areas. First, electroporation techniques will continue to play an important role in single cell studies. The works demonstrated so far have been largely proof-of-concept. The interface of electroporation with mass spectrometry and other techniques has been exciting and suggests the potential for generating real biochemical information on single cells. We expect that single cell studies will increasingly probe important molecular biological events involved in disease development with real clinical applications. Second, we will likely see more development in using electroporation for examining genetic materials in cells. Existential studies were mostly focused on peptides, proteins and small molecules. The extraction and examination of nucleic acids will open doors to genetic and epigenetic studies closely relevant to disease processes. Electroporation provides a physical approach that is clean and simple for this application. Third, gene delivery by highly precise and controlled electroporation will enable observation of cellular dynamics after genetic manipulation. We will probably see more interesting works in this direction. Fourth, delivery of nanoparticles by electroporation has been understudied and underdeveloped so far. We will potentially see an increase in the number of studies in this area, given the lack of suitable physical approaches for nanoparticle internalization and the potential of electroporation for such applications. These exciting breakthroughs will benefit life science in broad realms including cell therapy, electrochemotherapy, clinical diagnosis, drug screening, large-scale functional screening of genome and epigenome, and cell biology studies.
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